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Abstract
In order to recognize different kinds of medical images under a single network structure background, a multi-task medical
image recognition model based on the combination of transfer learning and automatic path search is proposed. Based on
VGG-16 model, a neural network module is designed and evolutionary algorithm is used to select the path. Experiments were
conducted on ECG data sets and pneumonia data sets respectively. Finally, a joint classification test was conducted on these 2
datasets. Ultimately, joint classification experiments on the ECG and pneumonia datasets resulted in an overall accuracy of
93% and a recall rate of 88%.
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1. Introduction

We perceive the world through a multimodal, and mul-titasking, lens. Observing objects with our eyes, listen-ing to sounds with our ears, etc. In order for artificialintelligence to enable us to better understand the worldaround us, it is necessary to target this multimodal andmultitasking signal to be learned. Multi-task learninghas attracted more and more researchers’ attention.Multitask learning is used in natural language pro-cessing, such as the task of understanding multiplelanguages(Liu et al., 2020). Multitask learning hasapplications in face recognition as well.
Xi et al. proposed and built a multi-task learningnetwork to implement the main task of face recognitionand three secondary tasks (pose/illumination/emotion)

classification. It also makes the main task and the threeauxiliary tasks mutually reinforcing(Yin and Member).At the same time, some tasks are inherently multitask-ing, such as automatic driving(Chen et al., 2017).
Machine learning techniques typically require a largenumber of training samples to learn and train a model.Deep learning has to introduce quite a lot of data andperform relevant calculations, so it is bound to be quitecostly. In the meantime, more complex models have tobe designed, and a lot of manpower, resources and timehave to be introduced to complete these algorithms,design models and so on. At the same time, the modelalso needs to be trained by introducing quite a lot oftraining data to ensure that a certain level of accuracyis achieved. However, in some applications, such as
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medical image analysis, this requirement cannot bemet because labeled samples are difficult to collect. Forthis problem of insufficient data, multi-task learningis a good solution(Caruana, 1997).
With the development of IoT, cloud computing, andwearables, medical data is electronic and exploding.At the same time, it may be possible to provide thismedical data from different hospitals, devices, and re-gions, etc. Therefore, it must be affirmed that if it ispossible to smooth out these multiple sources, multipleformats, and explosive growth of these medical dataanalysis and processing, then these data can certainlyimprove the quality of care, ensure more patient safety,reduce medical risks, costs, etc(Dinov, 2016). The keycontribution of the paper is given below:

• Propose a multi-task learning model for medicaldata, which can process different physiological sig-nal data of human body, especially medical imagedata.Based on transfer learning, the purpose of fasttraining and diagnosis of diseases is realized by us-ing mature trained network models. The last layerof the model uses the autoML framework of generalartificial intelligence to construct automatic networksearch.

2. State of the art

Multitasking learning also has applications in medicalimage processing, with good results. Liu proposed anew characterization method that preserves comple-mentary information between multimodalities. Usingmultimodal synthesis information to improve the di-agnosis of Alzheimer’s disease(Liu et al., 2014). Wangproposed to identify 36 different retinal diseases usingregion-specific multitasking recognition models(Wanget al., 2019). Sitthichok et al. Constructed into a singleCNN model to simultaneously perform image classifi-cation and image Segmentation tasks(Chaichulee et al.,2017). The proposed multitasking network has a sharedcore network with two branches: a patient detectionbranch implemented using a global average poolinglayer; and a skin segmentation branch implementedusing feature maps from the entire shared core net-work. Chen et al. propose a multitasking network thatoptimizes both the segmentation task for supervisedlearning and the image for unsupervised learning Re-construction. And two multitasking training strategiesare also compared: joint training and alternate train-ing(Chen et al.). Yan et al. proposed a multitaskinguniversal lesion analysis network (MULAN), which canjointly detect, tagging and segment lesions in variousparts of the body, i.e., the detection task, tagging taskand image segmentation task can be performed simul-taneously(Yan et al., 2019).
A common feature of the input data processed aboveis that the input raw data is the same, but differentanalysis tasks are performed on the same input data

Figure 1. Main Body Architecture Of The Multitask Neural NetworkModel

at the same time. The problem addressed in this paperis to train a generic network capable of classifyingdiseases from different image data.

3. Materials and Methods

The whole model architecture consists of two parts,one is encoder and the other is path select networkwhich can realize multitask. Figure1 shows the mainarchitecture of the multitasking neural network model.Here, the main function of the encoder is to extract thefeatures from the image. The basic function of the pathselection network is mainly to perform tasks that arein different classification contexts.

3.1. Encoder architecture

The encoder adopts the idea of transfer learning, us-ing the VGG-16 model structure for transfer learning.Transfer learning refers to taking a convolutional neu-ral network model trained on a task and briefly adjust-ing it to meet the requirements of a new task. Theseconvolutional layers of the trained neural network canextract the features of the model, and the extractedfeature vectors can be directly fed into these relativelysimple structures of the full-connection layer, and en-sure that the recognition and classification achieve theexpected results.
In the article, I primarily use the VGG-16 basic net-work model for the entire training effort. VGG-16 isa network model consisting of the a neural networkmodel developed by the Visual Geometry Group andother departments at Oxford University(Simonyan andZisserman, 2015). It consists of: 13 convolutional lay-ers, 5 pooling layers, and 3 fully connected layers. The3 fully connected layers consist of the path selectionnetwork mentioned in the next section Substitution.
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3.2. Path select network architecturee

In recent years, the neural architecture search (NAS)method has received a great deal of attention from theacademic community as a new approach. Concerningthe NAS algorithm, the neural structures it is used tosearch out are superior in terms of performance to thosedesigned manually. First, a single neural structure isselected in a given search space according to a struc-ture search strategy. The structure is then evaluatedwith the help of a performance evaluation method. Theresults obtained are returned to the relevant structuresearch strategy, which then adjusts the subsequentneural structure selection. This process is carried outin a cyclic and iterative manner until a neural struc-ture is found that meets the performance criteria. Inthis process, performance evaluation methods, searchspace, and structured search strategy are the 3 key ele-ments. It uses a certain Search Strategy, selects a modelfrom Search Space, and then evaluates the effect of themodel. Google Brain’s NasNet paper lists some of themost basic network modules that can be used to buildnetworks like building blocks(Zoph et al., 2018). Path-Net is a network of neural networks, trained by randomgradient descent and genetic selection(Fernando et al.,2017). PathNet consists of layers of modules, each ofwhich can be any type of neural network-convolutionnetwork, feedforward network, etc.
The network structure used in this case is: a modulardeep neural network that can be set up in L layers, eachlayer consisting of M modules. Each module is itselfa small neural network, generally of only two types:convolutional or linear, the last of which is an activationfunction. For each layer, the output of the modules inthat layer is summed and then passed to the next layer.

3.3. Path Selection Evolutionary Algorithm

After defining the representation of the network archi-tecture, we want to extract the architecture with moreadvantageous performance through a larger searchspace . This process is often thought of as manipu-lating each node and optimizing connections. Thisprocess is also often referred to as hyper-parametricoptimization. The most commonly used algorithm inhyperparametric optimization is the evolutionary al-gorithm. Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are essentiallygeneral population-based heuristic optimization algo-rithms, inspired by biological evolution. . The methodis more similar to a global than previous calculus, orexhaustive, based algorithms, while the method It isrelatively mature and its adaptability to the environ-ment is high. The biggest advantage of its proposalis that it can deal with problems that are not handledby traditional methods and are not affected by the na-ture of the problem. Here, the more representativeevolutionary algorithms specifically cover the follow-ing aspects: selection, crossover, variation, and update.

Figure 2. The Evolutionary Curve Of Population Adaptation

The selection of a single network is carried out by threedifferent strategies. Fit selection is one of them, whichmeans that the probability of the individual to be se-lected is positively related to its fit value. P genotypesare initialized randomly, each genotype is at most a nby l matrix of integers. This matrix represents the ac-tive modules. This is the process by which the networkmodel is encoded. During the evolution process, thecollection of network models will be maintained andexpanded, and the fitness of these network models willbe given by their accuracy on the verification set. Dur-ing the process, two models will be randomly selected,the poor one will be killed (eliminated) directly, and thegood one will become the parent node. This method iscalled tournament selection. Figure2 shows the evolu-tionary curve of population adaptation when the modelwas doing the electrocardiogram classification task.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Electrocardiogram Classification

Here this paper introduce theMIT-BIH arrhythmia database(https://www.physionet.org/content/mitdb/1.0.0/). Itis frequently put to use in the study of arrhythmiadiseases and in the evaluation of correspondingmedical devices. Here, a total of about 48 ECG signaldata were extracted, and each data file is specific tothe patient’s 0.5-h second-lead Recording of ECGinformation. In this paper, I use 41 types of annotatedinformation for this aspect of the data, mainly: normalfluctuations, left bundle branching annotations forblock, right bundle branch block, etc., as well asinformation on waveform changes in the ECG signal.It should be noted that although many abnormalheart rhythms are covered in the MIT-BIH, however,because the entire database contains a total of 48 data
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Figure 3. The Evolutionary Curve Of Population Adaptation

records, some arrhythmias are labeled with a smallsample size.
Therefore, in this case has chosen to classify thearrhythmia diseases with relatively large sample sizes.In addition to the four arrhythmia diseases, such as:ventricular premature beats (VPC), left bundle branchblock (LBB), and atrial premature beats (APC), and rightbundle branch block (RBB), the number of disease la-beling is less than a thousand, and so it is possible hereto pass the These five diseases were used to build themodel. In this paper, three diseases of APC, LBB andRBB are chosen to construct the classification model.Since some of the data records in the MIT-BIH heartrate database fail to maintain good quality, the threediseases that I have selected here are mostly from somesignal stable records to perform the extraction oper-ation of the features. In this paper, the annotationinformation is used to center the R wave, thus obtain-ing a series of ECG signals and converting the ECGsignals into images. A Electrocardiogram classificationinvolves distinguishing three classes of ECG signalsfrom one another. The two-dimensional picture of theelectrocardiographic waveform generated by the datapreprocessing is shown in Figure 3.
The overall selection path network consists of L=3layers. Each layer contains M=10 cells. The con-volutional module is in the first layer and the fullyconnected module is in the next two layers. At thispoint, a new population of path genotypes is initializedand evolves on this task until perfect performance isachieved on the training set . The ECG dataset in which20% of the data is used as a validation set. The purposeof the validation set is to improve the accuracy of modelclassification and to prevent model overfitting. The pa-rameters contained in the optimal path evolved on thistask are fixed. After the path selection is complete, theentire network is then trained and tested. Figure4 andFigure5 shows the performance of the training and testsets in relation to the number of epochs. In this paper,the performance of the proposed method is evaluatedusing the most commonly used metrics: accuracy andrecall. The confusion matrix diagram of the testingprocess is shown in Figure 6. Table 1 shows that theproposed method achieves the best accuracy in the pre-vious state of the art. The work of Fujita et al. achievedan accuracy of 94.9%(Acharya et al., 2017). The work

Figure 4. Model Accuracy

Figure 5. Model Loss

Figure 6. Confusion Matrix On The Test Set

of Inan et al. achieved an accuracy of 95.2%(Inan et al.,2006).
Results can be obtained from the confusion matrix.The method proposed in this paper was well appliedon level 3 classification with an accuracy rate of 96.5%and a recall rate of 96.8%.

4.2. Chest-Xray-Pneumonia Classification

In this case the data set I used was the Kag-gle Pneumonia Competition. The website is
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Table 1. An example table.
Methods Classifier Class Accuracy
Fujita et al.2017 CNN 2 94.90%
Inan et al. 2006 NN 2 95.20%
Our method CNN 3 96.50%

https://www.kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/chest-xray-pneumonia. The data consisted of 5863 images,divided into three parts: the training set, the test setand the validation set. Data enhancement is performedas a regularization mechanism to avoid immediateoverfitting. The operations performed in real time onthe training set are as follows:
1. Horizontal flip.2. Scaling range is 10%.3. Randomly rotate 0.1 degrees.
The pre-processed data set is divided into three parts:the training set, the test set and the validation set. Thetraining set is used to train the model and the testset is used to validate the model. And to prevent themodel from being inaccurate in the analysis of hard-to-identify images, this paper constructs a validationset to provide timely feedback on the model during thetraining process. In this paper, the post-test modelpredictions are presented in a confusion matrix, andthe accuracy and recall are calculated from this. Themodel was evaluated using the test set and the finalresults were 88% accuracy and 76% recall. The model’sperformance in terms of recall means that it detectsa large majority of patients, which can buy time forpatients to seek early treatment. The accuracy suggeststhat the model incorrectly classifies some normal pa-tients as patients, which in practice requires furtherjudgment by the attending physician. Different fromthe previous ECG classification task, this task belongsto the second classification task, namely pneumoniaand normal. The overall select path network has thesame path configuration as the previous task and hasnot made any changes to the network structure. Theconfusion plot for the test process is shown in Figure7.From the confusion chart we can calculate that theaccuracy can reach 88%.
4.3. Comparison experiment with no path selection

network

The entire model architecture consists of two parts,one for the encoder and the other for the path selec-tion network. In order to verify the role of the pathselection network in this subject network, compara-tive experiments were done. Comparison experimentswere performed on the electrocardiographic dataset andthe pneumonia dataset, respectively, by adding a pathselection network and not adding a path selection net-work. The experimental results on the 3-classified ECGdataset, i.e., the confusion matrix with no path selec-

Figure 7. Confusion Matrix On The Test Set

Figure 8. Confusion Matrix Results For Without Adding Path SelectionNetworks

tion network added are shown in Figure8. Comparingfigure 8and figure6 you can see the difference is obvi-ous. The effect of adding a path selection network issignificantly better than the effect of not adding a pathselection network. As can be calculated from figure8,the classification accuracy is 72% and the recall rate is56%.Both the accuracy and recall rates are significantlylower than the results in figure 6.
The experimental results on the 2-classified pneu-monia dataset, i.e., the confusion matrix with no pathselection network added are shown in Figure9. Com-paring Figures 9 and 7, the difference in results canbe seen. The effect of adding a path selection networkis better than the effect of not adding a path selectionnetwork. From Figure 9 it can be calculated that theclassification accuracy on the pneumonia data set is48% and the recall rate is 48%. Both the accuracy andrecall rates are significantly lower than the results in

https://www.kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/chest-xray-pneumonia
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Figure 9. Confusion Matrix Results For Without Adding Path SelectionNetworks

Figure 10. Confusion Matrix Results For joint classification experi-mental

Figure 7.
4.4. Comparison experiment with no path selection

network

The above experiments on the ECG dataset and thepneumonia dataset are independent. In order for themodel to achieve multitask classification, the networkfixes the weight file and the corresponding path whenconducting independent experiments. Thus, whenthrowing 2 data sets into the network model at thesame time, the first step determines whether it belongsto the ECG data set or the Pneumonia data set, and thesecond step takes different paths and uses differentweight files for different data. The final classificationresults were obtained.
Figure10 shows the experimental results of the jointclassification on the 2 data sets. Comparing Figures10

and 7 , the difference in experimental results can beseen. In terms of the results on the pneumonia testset alone, the combined effect was slightly less thanthe effect of the experiment alone. But the accuracyrate, the recall rate also reached 85 percent and 73percent, respectively. Comparing Figures10 and 6, theexperimental results can be seen. As far as the resultson the ECG test set alone are concerned, the combinedeffect is essentially equal to the effect of the experimentalone. Accuracy, recall rates were all 97% and 97%respectively. But the advantage of this network modelis that it enables the processing of different kinds ofmedical data sets. From Figure10, it can be calculatedthat the overall classification accuracy on the combineddata set is 93% and the overall recall rate is 88%.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we construct models that can handle manydifferent medical image classifications. The modifiedmodel was experimented on the MIT ECG dataset andthe kaggle pneumonia dataset, respectively. In theelectrocardiographic classification, the electrocardio-graphic time series data were first transformed into2-dimensional pictures, and finally the accuracy of themethod was 97%. The lack of excessive pre-processingof pneumonia images resulted in poor classificationon the final pneumonia dataset. But the main advan-tage of this model is that it can handle many differentmedical image classification tasks. Although we onlydemonstrated how to realize multi-task learning ofmedical data in a relatively small network, this princi-ple can be extended to a larger neural network. Thisnetwork structure allows expansion to realize multi-ple medical image classification tasks. The limitationof this network is that this network has to be trainedin two phases. The first phase requires finding pathsthat are highly adaptable and the second phase requirestraining the network weighting parameters. Therefore,the training is time consuming.
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